
Royal Sydney Yacht Squadron  

 

Etchells Mini Regatta 2021-2022  
 

Protest No: 1                                                                  Race 11                                                                                           

 

Shindig 1268 v Vincero 1343 

Touch Pause Engage 1186 v Shindig 1268 
 

                                                                                                

Hearing at Royal Sydney Yacht Squadron on the 3 November 2021 

 

Protest Committee:   Erica Kirby, Douglas Talty & John Kirkjian 

 

1186 was represented by Michael Stovin-Bradford 

1268 was represented by Paul Grundy 

1343 was represented by Robert Woodman 

. 

1. As both protests related to the same incident, they were heard 

together in accordance with the recommendations of World Sailing. 

2. The wind was from the southeast at 10 knots  

3. 1168, 1268 & 1343 were approaching the starboard end of the 

finishing line all overlapped on one another, 

4. At 5 boat lengths from the committee boat 1186 was sailing on port 

tack overlapped on 1268 who was sailing on starboard tack 

approximately1boat lengths to leeward  

5.  1343 was on starboard tack 3-4   boat lengths to leeward of 1268.     

6. Before entering the zone 1286 tacked on to port in an attempt to give 

1168 mark-room 

7. As the boats entered the zone 1186 was to leeward and overlapped 

on 1268, 1268 was too windward and overlapped on 1343. There 

was a gap of 1  boat length between 1186 and 1268 and a gap of    2-

3boat lengths between 1268 and1343. 

8. 1268 hailed 1343 for mark-room to finish.  



9. 1343 responded with a hail of “Starboard”  

10. At two boat lengths 1268 again called 1343 for room and began to 

alter course to windward. 

11. 1343 responded with a further hail of starboard and held her course. 

12. There was simultaneous contact between the committee boat                      

1186,1268 and 1343. 

13. The committee boat sustained seriously damaged in the collision 

with 1168. 

14. 1168 sustained serious damage to her hull and spinnaker where she 

came into contact with the committee boat . 

15. No boat retired from the race and no boat executed a penalty turn. 

16. The Race Committee scored 1186 DNF for his breach of RRS 31. 

 

CONCLUSION 

1.  1268 as the outside overlapped boat failed to give 1186 the inside 

overlapping boat the mark room she was entitled too in accordance 

with 18.2b  

2. It was not reasonably possible for 1168 to avoid contact with the 

committee boat owing to the simultaneous contact between her and 

1268. 

3. It was not reasonably possible for 1268 to avoid contact with 1186 

owing to the simultaneous contact between her and 1343,   

4. 1343 As the outside overlapped boat failed to give 1268 and 1186 

the inside overlapping boats the mark-room they were entitled too 

in accordance with RRS 18.2b 

5. It was not reasonably possible for 1268 to avoid contact with 1343 

owing to the simultaneous contact between her and 1186 as a direct 

result of 1343 failing to give mark-room. 

6. 1343 failed to avoid contact with 1268 when it was reasonably 

possible to do so by bearing away. 

7. The race committee were obliged to protest 1186 before coring her 

DNFfor her breach of RRS 31. 

8. 1186 is entitled to be exonerated for her breach of RRS 31 pursuant 

to RRS 43,1b. 

  



 RULES APPLICABLE:  

 

       RRS 10, 14,18.2b,31,43.1b, 44.1, 44,2 & Definition of mark-room 

        

 DECISION 

 

1. 1343 is to be scored DSQ in race 11 for her breaches of RRS 14 

& 18.2b. 

2. 1186 is exonerated for her breach of RRS 31 in accordance with 

RRS 43.1b and she is to be scored as finishing and awarded her 

recorded finishing time. 

 

J. Kirkjian   

Protest Committee Chairman 

 

 


